Inferring regulatory networks in genetic systems and metabolic pathways is one of the most important problems in systems biology. Inferring network structure from experimentally observed time series data is an inverse problem. To deal with such problems, we have developed an efficient numerical optimization method called the hybrid method, which is a combination of real-coded genetic algorithms and the modified Powell method using the S-system representation. In general, a large regulatory network comprises numerous interactive system components and requires the optimization of a large number of parameters with non-zero interaction coefficients between them. To date, we have succeeded in optimizing 272 real-valued parameters using the hybrid method. Although compared with conventional numerical optimization methods, the hybrid method is powerful but is still insufficient for inferring large-scale networks. Here we discuss the inference of interactive large-scale regulatory networks in
Introduction
Recent developments in measurement techniques simultaneously provide an abundance of time series data for other, and these interactions affect the dynamic behavior of the complex systems that they compose. Inferring the interactions between components using time series data may lead us to an understanding of the functional properties and behavior of living organisms that arise from the interactions of their components. However, inferring an interactive network from experimentally observed time series data is an inverse problem; we cannot determine the network structure uniquely but can propose several candidates for the network structure.
The key point in solving such inverse problems is setting up the canonical representations of mathematical models of the network. However, in many cases, it is difficult to construct a model because there is little available information on reaction mechanisms and most such complex processes are non-linear. One of the best approaches for such pro -1 representation:
where n is the total number of state variables or reactants (x i ), and i, j (1 i, j n) are suffixes of state variables. The terms g ij and h ij are interactive effectivity (real-valued coefficient) of x j to x i . The first term represents all influences that increase x i , whereas the second term represents all influences that decrease x i . In a network context, the non-negative parameters i and i are called relative inflow and outflow of component x i , respectively, and the exponents g ij and h ij are referred to the interrelated coefficients between component x j and x i . S-system is a type of power-law formalism based on a type of ordinary differential equation in which the component processes are characterized by power-law functions. Compared with generalized mass action law formalism, the S-system is more suitable for conceptual modeling and description of organizationally complex systems including loop or cyclic structures between system components. However, the S-system formalism has the major disadvantage that large numbers of parameters must be estimated. This number is 2n(n+1), where n is the number of system components.
Ueda et al. 2 have proposed an efficient method for numerical optimization of parameters in the S-system formalism that is based on applying real-coded genetic algorithms (RCGAs) 3 , with a combination of the unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX) and the minimal generation gap (MGG) 4, 5 . This method can be applied to the estimation of genes and metabolic regulatory networks 6 . However, optimization of only approximately 20 parameters has been possible because its numerical optimization slowly converges in the early stage of search and then stagnates. We have accordingly proposed a method applying a new RCGA, adaptive real-coded ensemble crossover (AREX) 7 combined with the just generation gap (JGG) 8, 9 . By employing AREX+JGG, we succeeded in improving the performance with respect to convergence speed and scalability in the number of estimated parameters; compared with UNDX+MGG, these two criteria were improved by approximately 5-and 20-fold, respectively 10 . Although AREX+JGG is an effective method, stagnation of convergence is observed at the end stage of estimation. RCGAs can find the solution within a comparatively large searching range but it converges stepwise because it does not have an efficient local search function. To address this problem, we have further developed a hybrid method, a combination of AREX+JGG with the modified Powell method 11 . The modified Powell method employs a local searching function and is well known to exhibit ultrafast convergence among the various direct search methods without the necessity of calculating the derivative of the objective function, especially where the objective function is well approximated by a quadratic form of parameters to be estimated. The method can find a solution very quickly only when the initial guess is very near the solution; it has no way to escape from a local minimum. To date, we have succeeded in improving the stagnation of the convergence speed by the hybrid method and in optimizing 272 parameters. The hybrid method is powerful compared with the conventional numerical optimization methods but is insufficient for inferring large-scale networks composed of more than 10 components. The main question of this study is how to infer more than 900 interactive real-valued parameters between components in a large-scale regulatory network using our hybrid numerical optimization method.
Method
In previous study, we have developed an efficient numerical optimization method called AREX+JGG. In general, complex systems such as gene regulatory networks and metabolic pathways are composed of many interacting components. In order to mathematically model such complex processes, AREX+JGG apply the S-system 1 , which is
a type of power-low formalism. This formalism includes a large number of parameters that must be estimated (2n(n+1), where n is the number if state variables). In order to estimate large number of parameters, we have proposed the procedures using RCGAs. To date, we have succeeded in optimizing more than 270 parameters using AREX+JGG, the combination of AREX 7 with JGG 8, 9 . A detailed description of AREX+JGG is given elsewhere 10 .
Hybrid method
Although AREX+JGG is an effective method, stagnation of convergence is observed at the end stage of estimation. The RCGA can find a solution within a comparatively large search range, but it is based on stepwise convergence because the RCGA does not have an efficient local search function. To reduce the stagnation of convergence in AREX+JGG, we applied the modified Powell method. The resulting hybrid method is expected to offer all advantages of both optimization techniques. The procedure of the hybrid method is as follows: (1) perform a global search using AREX+JGG, (2) repeat step 1 until the average relative error is smaller than a set value, and (3) apply the modified Powell method to an individual with the smallest average relative error (elite). In this study, when the average relative error (E) of the elite individual is 20 % per sampling point, we applied the modified Powell method 11 .
Inferring procedure for large scale network
The following is the inferring procedures for large scale network with using the hybrid numerical optimization method we developed;
(Step 1) Randomly select k components from a whole network composed of m components (k < m). 
Result and Discussion
We prepared an S-system network model composed of 30 components (m = 30 in Fig. 1 ), as shown in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the arrows and T bars represent active and inhibitory interactions, respectively, and the numerals show the value of g ij (Eq. (1)) in the S-system formalism under the condition of that each component has only first order degradation step (h ii (Eq. (1))) --mber of sampling points in each time series data set was 70.
process of disrupted component i ( i (Eq. (1) )) set to 0. The optimization task is to determine whether the hybrid method can explore and exploit the network structure shown in Fig. 2 (true network) using the prepared (k+1) time series data sets.
To infer this network we must estimate 990 parameters; the S-system parameters to be estimated are i , i , g ij , h ii . The number of parameters was too high to estimate this network using the hybrid method. We accordingly tried to infer the large network by inferring a network composed of system components randomly selected from the large network. With the increase of k-value, the CPU-time for the inference will significantly go up. On the contrary to this, however, the possibility of the inference of network candidates will go down in the case of low number of k. In this case study (30-components network), among 10 trials of inference, 20 % of trials succeeded in the inference for Fig. 1 , we inferred a network structure according to the inference procedures in Fig. 1 . In this experiment, we used the recommended default parameters for the RCGA. We considered optimization to have successfully terminated when the average relative error of the elite individual was lower than 10 % per sampling point, and unsuccessfully terminated when the number of generations reached 10,000. We performed 30 trials (l = 30 in Fig. 1 ) in every case and extracted common core binomial interactions from various network candidates. In the S-system model, interaction coefficients show interactions such as activation, inhibition, or no relationship. Common core binomial interactions are defined by the corresponding binomial interactions, which have the same signs among all inferred network candidates (l = 30) under the same optimization conditions. Contradictory interactions, for which the signs of the interactions are different among the inferred network candidates, are assumed to represent no relationship in the common core binomial interactions. We inferred 5-component (k = 5 in Fig. 1 ) network candidates and obtained network candidates for which optimization was successful. After obtaining the network candidates, we extracted the common core binomial interactions. The number of successful trials and common core binomial interactions extracted from the network candidates for which optimization was successful are shown in Table 1 . As shown in the Table, since total running time is 23 to 65 hours per 30 trials, each run takes 46 min to 130 min. In order to speed up the inference we have to parallelize our proposed algorithm. The final network candidate after 40 trials (p = 40 in Fig. 1 ) is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , red lines represent true positive interactions, which are inferred common core binomial interactions found in the true network (Fig. 2) ; blue dotted lines represent false positive interactions, which are inferred common core binomial interactions not included in the true network; and black dotted lines represent false negative interactions, which are not-inferred common core binomial interactions included in the true network. The interactions of h ii are not shown in Fig. 2 , but all of these were targets of estimation. The 30-component network has 68 interactions (except g ii ). By performing the optimization of 40 cases (p = 40 in Fig. 1 ), we could infer approximately 82 % interactions (Table 2) . In this experiment, five false positive interactions were inferred, but all of these represent alternative interactions in the true (5) 82.4 *the number in the save as in Table 1 and Table B1 network shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the values of estimated parameters were relatively close to the actual values (see Appendix C).
In this study, since we set m and k to 30 and 5, respectively, the number of combinations for selection of 5 from 30 is 140,056. As shown in Table B1 (Appendix B), of our randomly selected 5 components, only 40 combinations were employed for optimization to obtain good performance of inference (82 %; Table 2 ).
In the present study, we were able to readily infer most information from a network that could not be inferred using the hybrid method alone. The optimized values of parameters in the S-system formalism were relatively close to the actual values. Currently, we are attempting to completely restructure the 30-components network by further increasing the number of cases. 
Appendix B. Randomly selection of five components from the 30-components network1)
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Appendix C. Estimated values of parameter in S-system formalism
The estimated values of parameter (g ij (when i j)) in S-system formalism were shown in Table C1 . For example, g 12 indicates effect from component 2 to component 1. The estimation values were the average values of the inferred candidates. 
